Effect of concentration of glycidol on the properties of resorcinol-formaldehyde aerogels and carbon aerogels†
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By using glycidol as a catalyst, high porosity, low-density resorcinol (R) and formaldehyde (F) aerogels and carbon aerogels (CAs) were synthesized via a sol-gel method. The effect of glycidol and water on the color, density, morphology, textual characteristics and adsorption properties of the resultant RF aerogels and CAs were investigated in detail. The results revealed that the properties of RF aerogels and CAs can be controlled by adjusting the amount of glycidol and water. The resultant RF aerogels and CAs were porous materials, the minimum densities of RF aerogels and CAs were 96 and 110 mg cm$^{-3}$ respectively while the maximum specific surface areas of RF aerogels and CAs were 290 and 597 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$. The maximum adsorption capacity of CAs was about 125 mg g$^{-1}$ on Rhodamine B, which was higher than that of some reported CAs catalystized by base and acid catalysts. The sol-gel mechanisms of RF aerogels and CAs can be attributed to the opening of the epoxy group of glycidol in the mixture of R and F.

1 Introduction

Due to their controllable density and nano-scale homogeneous microstructure, aerogels possess interesting chemical and physical properties, such as ultra-low density, ultra-high specific surface area, ultra-high porosity, ultralow thermal conductivity and so on.1 In recent years, many researchers have focused on the investigation of SiO$_2$ aerogels,2 resorcinol (R)-formaldehyde (F) aerogels and carbon aerogels (CAs),3,4 graphene aerogels,5,6 3D MoS$_2$ aerogels7 and so on.

Pekala et al. first reported the synthesis of porous RF aerogels and CAs via the hydrolysis and polycondensation of R with F.8,9 Due to their fascinating physicochemical properties, including low density, large surface area and continuous porosity, RF aerogels and CAs have been increasingly investigated in recent years and widely used in a variety of areas, such as catalyst supports,10-12 adsorbents,13,14 supercapacitors,15,16 battery electrodes,17,18 thermal insulation19 and 3D printable ink.20-21

To obtain RF aerogels and CAs, the addition/polymerization reactions of R and F are always catalyzed by base and acidic catalysts.24-26 In the case of base catalysts (e.g., Na$_2$CO$_3$,27 NaHCO$_3$,28 NaOH,29 K$_2$CO$_3$,30 KHCO$_3$,28 Ca(OH)$_2$),31 the R is firstly deprotonated to form R anions, which can react with F through an addition reaction, giving rise to hydroxymethyl derivatives. Whereas the acid is used as catalysts (e.g., para-toluenesulfonic acid,32 acetic acid,33 picric acid,34 salicylic acid,35 citric acid,36 hydrochloric acid,37,38 cetyltrimethylammonium bromide,39 m-hydroxybenzoic,40 gallic acid,40 oxalic acid,41 succinic acid,42 benzoic acid43 and hexamethylenetetramine42), the F is firstly protonated and then reacts with R to produce hydroxymethyl derivatives. Both derivatives derived from base or acidic catalysts undergo a polymerization reaction to form methylene and methylene ether bridged compounds, and then clusters, colloidal particles, wet RF gels.7 The wet RF gels are solvent-substituted and then dried to form RF aerogels. The CAs can be obtained by pyrolyzing of RF aerogels. Many factors, such as the catalyst type and concentration, concentrations of the main ingredients (R and F), initial solution pH, curing time and temperature, can strongly effect the properties of the ultimate RF aerogels and CAs.43-44

Due to the poor mechanical properties of pristine CAs derived from base and acidic catalysts, glycidol have been used as catalyst to enhance the compressive strengths of CAs. The maximum compressive strength of glycidol-catalyzed CAs was 2.55 MPa (at the density of 187 mg cm$^{-3}$ and specific surface area of 580 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$), which are higher than that of other reported pristine CAs with similar bulk density. The sol-gel mechanisms of glycidol-catalyzed CAs and improvement
of mechanical properties were likely attributed to the ring-opening of epoxy group of glycidol in the mixture of R and F, which are not consistent with that of base and acidic catalysts.

However, to our best knowledge, there is no study on the effect of concentration of glycidol on the color, density, morphology, composition, textual characteristics and adsorption properties of the glycidol-catalyzed RF aerogels and CAs. Herein, the evolution of color, density, morphology, composition, textual characteristics and adsorption properties of the glycidol-catalyzed RF aerogels and CAs were investigated in detail by adjusting the amount of glycidol and water.

2 Experimental

2.1 Preparation of glycidol-catalyzed RF aerogels and CAs

R (~98%, TCI America), F (~38%, Sigma aldrich) and glycidol (~96%, Acros) were all used as received.

The synthesis methods of RF aerogels and CAs have been detailed described in our previous studies. In this study, the synthetic scheme and preparation parameters of RF aerogels and CAs are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Briefly, the R was dissolved into the F and the deionized water was added into the R–F solution to obtain the mixture solution of R and F with the continuous stirring of magnetic stirrer. The wet RF gels were obtained by adding the glycidol into the mixture solution of R and F. The organic RF aerogels were prepared by aging, solvent-exchange and drying of the wet RF gels. Then, the CAs were prepared by pyrolyzing of the organic RF aerogels at 900 °C under a N2 atmosphere. In order to investigate the effect of concentration of glycidol on the properties of RF aerogels and CAs. The molar ratio of R and F were set to 1/2, the amount of glycidol was set to 1, 2 and 3 ml while the amount of water was set to 10, 15 and 20 ml, respectively. The obtained samples were named S1–S5 referred to the concentration of glycidol of 7.58%, 5.50%, 4.31%, 8.27% and 11.91%, which can be calculated by

\[ V\% = \frac{V_{\text{glycidol}}}{V_{\text{glycidol}} + V_{\text{water}} + V_{\text{Formaldehyde}}} \]

respectively.

2.2 Characterization of glycidol-catalyzed RF and carbon aerogels

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-4300) was used to characterize the microstructure of RF aerogels and CAs. The powder of RF aerogels and CAs were put to conductive carbon adhesive tabs and mounted on aluminium sample stubs. A 5 kV electron beam current was applied and images taken at 40 000 magnification. The composition of RF aerogels and CAs was measured by the X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku Ultima III, Cu Kα radiation, \( \lambda = 1.54056 \) Å, scanning rate: 2\( ^\circ \)min\(^{-1}\)) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Shimadzu 8400 s, collected at room temperature from 400 to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\)). After degassing for 24 h at 60 °C and 75 mmHg, the Specific Surface Area and Porosity Analyzer (Quantachrome Autosorb-iQ, software: ASiQwin 3.01) was used to determine nitrogen
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Fig. 1 Synthetic scheme of RF aerogels and CAs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>R (g)</th>
<th>F (ml)</th>
<th>H₂O (ml)</th>
<th>Glycidol (ml)</th>
<th>% (glycidol)</th>
<th>Color of RF aerogels</th>
<th>Density-RF (mg cm(^{-3}))</th>
<th>Density-CAs (mg cm(^{-3}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.58</td>
<td>Reddish brown</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>Light orange</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>8.27</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>11.91</td>
<td>Reddish brown</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
adsorption/desorption isotherms and textural properties of RF aerogels and CAs at 77 K. The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller method was used to analyze BET surface areas \( (S_{\text{BET}}) \), micro-pore surface areas \( (S_{\text{mic}}) \) and micropore volume \( (V_{\text{mic}}) \) were obtained by t-plot method.

The residual dye concentration was measured by a Lambda 1050 UV/Vis/NIR (PerkinElmer, UK) spectrometer. The adsorption experiments of the glycidol-catalyzed CAs\( (S1–S5) \) for the removal of Rhodamine B (RhB) were conducted at room temperature. In order to investigate the evolution of solution removal of Rhodamine B (RhB) were conducted at room temperature. In order to investigate the evolution of solution concentration of RhB on adsorbent mass \( (C_{\text{as}}(S1–S5)) \), the CAs\( (S1–S5) \) were gradually added to 20 ml aqueous solution of RhB \( (25 \text{ mg L}^{-1}) \) with the dose of 1 mg. The mixture was stirred for 240 min to ensure dispersion of the CAs\( (S1–S5) \) and allowed without disturbance for 240 min. The concentration of the filtered RhB solutions were measured by a UV-vis absorption spectrophotometer at 552 nm, and the removal rate of CAs\( (S1–S5) \) on RhB can be calculated by \( (C_{0}–C_{e})/C_{0} \), where \( C_{0} \) and \( C_{e} \) are the initial and equilibrium solution concentration of RhB, respectively.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Color and mass density of glycidol-catalyzed RF aerogels and CAs

The preparation parameters of RF aerogels and CAs were listed in Table 1 and its samples were denoted as \( S1–S5 \) which referred to the concentration of glycidol of 7.58\%, 5.50\%, 4.31\%, 8.27\% and 11.91\%, respectively. Fig. 2(a–e) and Fig. 2(f–j) show the photographs of RF aerogels and corresponding CAs of \( S1–S5 \), respectively. The RF aerogels and CAs are both free-standing monolithic materials without any visible defects. The RF aerogels (Fig. 2(a) and (e)) are deep reddish brown and the RF aerogels (Fig. 2(b–d)) are orange, whereas their corresponding CAs (Fig. 2(f–j)) are black. It is worth noting that the color of RF aerogels (Fig. 2(a), (b) and (c)) changes from a deep reddish brown to light orange which is due to increasing the amount of water \( (10, 15 \text{ and } 20 \text{ ml}) \), and the color of RF aerogels (Fig. 2(c), (d) and (e)) has the reverse trend from light orange to reddish brown with increasing the amount of glycidol \( (1, 2 \text{ and } 3 \text{ ml}) \). Ultimately in both cases when the concentration of glycidol is decreased with respect to water, the resultant RF aerogels are lighter in color, which is agreement with the RF aerogels catalyzed by sodium carbonate.45

As described by Maldonado-Hódar et al., the color of RF aerogels strongly depended on the concentration of catalyst \( (\text{e.g. } \text{Na}_2\text{CO}_3) \). For the case of higher catalyst concentration, the as-prepared RF aerogels displayed dark red color which indicated the polymerization of the R and F was complete. Reversely, for the case of lower catalyst concentration, the as-prepared RF aerogels of orange color indicated the polymerization of the R and F was not complete.46 In this study, the changing color of the RF aerogels prepared by using glycidol as catalyst correlates to altering the level of polymerization of the R and F inside the RF aerogels, the RF aerogels with the darker color have undergone a higher level of polymerization compared those that exhibit the lighter orange tones, it can be concluded that the level of polymerization of R and F increases with the increasing of glycidol concentration.

The density of RF aerogels and CAs changed a lot during the process of drying and carbonization, which can be attributed to the shrinkage of volume and evolving volatile of organic components. The RF aerogel (Fig. 2(c)) displayed the largest degree of shrinkage which is likely due to the lowest level of polymerization of the R and F, which results in highest density of RF aerogel and CAs. It can be seen from the Table 1 that the maximum densities of RF aerogels and CAs (located at \( S3 \)) are 380 and 222 mg cm\(^{-3}\) while the minimum densities of RF aerogels and CAs \( (S5) \) are 96 and 110 mg cm\(^{-3}\), which means the RF aerogels and CAs prepared by using glycidol as catalyst are low density materials and can be modified by adjusting the amount of glycidol and water.
3.2 Morphology and textual characteristics of glycidol-catalyzed RF aerogels and CAs

The microstructure of the RF aerogels and CAs were analyzed by SEM. Fig. 3(a–e) and Fig. 3 (f–j) show the SEM photographs of RF aerogels and corresponding CAs of S1–S5, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(a–j), the RF aerogels and CAs are composed of “bead-like” 3-D networks of interconnected particles. The diameter of the particles of RF aerogels (Fig. 3(a–e)) and CAs (Fig. 3(f–j)) increase with the increasing of the amount of water (S1–S3) and decrease with the increasing of the amount of glycidol (S3–S5). The diameter of particles of RF aerogels ranges from several tens nanometers to several hundred nanometers, while the diameter of particles of CAs ranges from a few nanometers to several tens nanometers, and there is no particle with the diameter larger than ~1 micron.

It is obvious that the level of polymerization of the R and F inside the RF aerogels plays a key role to the homogeneity of the particles of RF aerogels and CAs. The reddish brown RF aerogels with higher level of polymerization of the R and F lead to higher homogeneity of the particles of RF aerogels (Fig. 3(a) and (e)) and CAs (Fig. 3(f) and (j)) while the orange or light orange RF aerogels with lower level of polymerization of the R and F lead to lower homogeneity of the particles of RF aerogels (Fig. 3(b)–(d)) and CAs(Fig. 3(g)–(i)). Compared to the lower level of polymerization of the R and F inside the RF aerogels (Fig. 3(b)–(d)), the higher level of polymerization of the R and F inside the RF aerogels (Fig. 3(a) and (e)) facilitates to form a web-like nanostructure rather than an accumulation of nanoparticles, which lead to lower shrinkage and higher mechanical properties. Additionally, compared to the corresponding CAs (Fig. 3(f) and (j)), the higher level of polymerization of the R and F inside the RF aerogels (Fig. 3(a) and (e)) lead to the increasing of the size of particles and reducing of the size of pores after a 900 °C annealing. Reversely, compared to the corresponding CAs (Fig. 3(g)–(i)), the lower level of polymerization of the R and F inside the RF aerogels (Fig. 3(b)–(d)) lead to the reducing of the size of particles and increasing of the size of pores after a 900 °C annealing.

These results indicate that the diameter of particles and pores of RF aerogels and CAs can be adjusted by the amount of water and/or glycidol. The SEM images also show that the RF aerogels and CAs have a high porosity with pores ranging from micropores to macropores.

To further confirm the textual characteristics of RF aerogels and CAs, the Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms analysis was performed on the RF aerogels and CAs to determine the BET specific surface area, micropore surface area, micropore volume, total pore volume and average pore size, which are summarized in Table 2. The results reveal that the concentration of glycidol have a significant impact on the $S_{\text{BET}}$, $S_{\text{mic}}$ and $V_{\text{tot}}$ of the RF aerogels. The $S_{\text{BET}}$, $S_{\text{mic}}$ and $V_{\text{tot}}$ of RF aerogels decrease with the increasing amount of water and increase with the increasing amount of glycidol. Due to the lowest level of polymerization of the R and F of RF-S3, it displays the lowest $S_{\text{BET}}$ (70 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$), $S_{\text{mic}}$ (0 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$) and highest $D_{\text{avg}}$ (7.2 nm). Conversely, RF-S5 possesses the highest $S_{\text{BET}}$ (291 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$), $S_{\text{mic}}$ (36 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$) and lowest $D_{\text{avg}}$ (4.7 nm) because of the highest level of polymerization of the R and F. The results of $V_{\text{mic}}$ suggests the $V_{\text{mic}}$ has negligible contribution to the $V_{\text{tot}}$ of RF aerogels.

For the CAs, it is obviously observed that the carbonization of RF aerogels results in the remarkable improvement of $S_{\text{BET}}$, $S_{\text{mic}}$, $V_{\text{mic}}/V_{\text{tot}}$ and significant reduction of $D_{\text{avg}}$, which could be ascribed to the evolving volatile of organic components of RF aerogels during the pyrolysis process and the generation of micropores (as shown in Fig. S1†). The maximum $S_{\text{BET}}$ and $S_{\text{mic}}$ are 597 (CAs-S5) and 443(CAs-S2) m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ while the minimum $S_{\text{BET}}$ and $S_{\text{mic}}$ are 578 (CAs-S1) and 285 (CAs-S5) m$^2$ g$^{-1}$, respectively. It is worth noting that the $V_{\text{mic}}/V_{\text{tot}}$ of CAs-S2 (40.5%), CAs-S3 (34.9%) and CAs-S4 (22.5%) are much higher than that of CAs-S1 (15.0%) and CAs-S5 (17.7%), indicating that the RF aerogels with lower level of polymerization produce more micropores during the process of carbonization.

Therefore, the higher the concentration of glycidol, the higher the level of polymerization of R and F is, and the higher
the BET of RF aerogels and CAs are. The size of the particles and pores of RF aerogels and CAs can be easily manipulated by adjusting the amount of water and glycidol to produce low density and high porosity materials.

### 3.3 Composition and sol-gel mechanisms of glycidol-catalyzed RF aerogels and CAs

The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) of the resulting RF aerogels (S1–S5) and corresponding CAs are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). The FTIR spectra (Fig. 4(a)) shows the vibrational bands of various functional groups of RF aerogels: a broad peak at around 3400 cm\(^{-1}\) is ascribed to O–H stretching vibration from the physically adsorbed water molecule or hydroxyl groups on the surface of RF aerogels; the peaks located at ~2937 and ~1475 cm\(^{-1}\) are the asymmetric and symmetric C–H stretching vibrations; the peak at ~2380 cm\(^{-1}\) shows the stretching vibration of C–H bonds; the peak located at ~1609 cm\(^{-1}\) is the deformation mode of the C–H bonds; the appearing peaks at ~1221 and ~1095 cm\(^{-1}\) indicate the C–O–C stretching vibrations of methylene ether bridges between resorcinol molecules.

It is known to us that the glycidol consists of epoxide and hydroxyl groups and can react with the opening of the epoxy ring or its preservation.\(^{47}\) According to the reported results of Tarnacka et al., the characteristic peaks of the vibration of C–O–C in epoxide ring of glycidol can be observed in the 760–880 cm\(^{-1}\).\(^{48}\) However, no obvious peaks have been observed in the 760–880 cm\(^{-1}\) of RF aerogels (S1–S5), which means the sol-gel mechanism of glycidol-catalyzed RF aerogels may be the opening of epoxy ring rather than the preservation of epoxy ring. In the mixture of R and F, the proton (H\(^+\) ion) was quickly consumed by the ring-opening reaction of epoxy group of glycidol and triggered the polymerization of R and F to form RF wet gels.\(^{4}\) The by-products of the ring-opening reaction of glycidol was completely exchanged during the process of solvent-exchange and CO\(_2\) supercritical drying.

Fig. 4(b) shows the FTIR spectra of CAs. The intensities of the adsorption peaks of the CAs have an obviously reduction a difference or its preservation.\(^{47}\) According to the reported results of Tarnacka et al., the characteristic peaks of the vibration of C–O–C in epoxide ring of glycidol can be observed in the 760–880 cm\(^{-1}\).\(^{48}\) However, no obvious peaks have been observed in the 760–880 cm\(^{-1}\) of RF aerogels (S1–S5), which means the sol-gel mechanism of glycidol-catalyzed RF aerogels may be the opening of epoxy ring rather than the preservation of epoxy ring. In the mixture of R and F, the proton (H\(^+\) ion) was quickly consumed by the ring-opening reaction of epoxy group of glycidol and triggered the polymerization of R and F to form RF wet gels.\(^{4}\) The by-products of the ring-opening reaction of glycidol was completely exchanged during the process of solvent-exchange and CO\(_2\) supercritical drying.

Fig. 4(b) shows the FTIR spectra of CAs. The intensities of the adsorption peaks of the CAs have an obviously reduction after the carbonization of RF aerogels at 900 °C under the protection of N\(_2\) atmosphere. The reduction (or disappearing) of C–O–C (at ~1221 and ~1095 cm\(^{-1}\) and C–H peak intensities in the spectra of CAs implies the completely decomposition of RF aerogels and the formation of amorphous carbon, this is also confirmed by XRD analysis results illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 shows the XRD diffraction pattern of RF aerogels (S5) and CAs(S5) and these patterns are representative of the other RF aerogels and CAs. The results indicate that both the RF aerogels and CAs show a broad peak at around 3400 cm\(^{-1}\) associated with the skeleton vibration of aromatic ring or its preservation.\(^{47}\) According to the reported results of Tarnacka et al., the characteristic peaks of the vibration of C–O–C in epoxide ring of glycidol can be observed in the 760–880 cm\(^{-1}\).\(^{48}\) However, no obvious peaks have been observed in the 760–880 cm\(^{-1}\) of RF aerogels (S1–S5), which means the sol-gel mechanism of glycidol-catalyzed RF aerogels may be the opening of epoxy ring rather than the preservation of epoxy ring. In the mixture of R and F, the proton (H\(^+\) ion) was quickly consumed by the ring-opening reaction of epoxy group of glycidol and triggered the polymerization of R and F to form RF wet gels.\(^{4}\) The by-products of the ring-opening reaction of glycidol was completely exchanged during the process of solvent-exchange and CO\(_2\) supercritical drying.

Fig. 4 shows the XRD diffraction pattern of RF aerogels (S5) and CAs(S5) and these patterns are representative of the other RF aerogels and CAs. The results indicate that both the RF aerogels and CAs show a broad peak at around 3400 cm\(^{-1}\) associated with the skeleton vibration of aromatic ring or its preservation.\(^{47}\) According to the reported results of Tarnacka et al., the characteristic peaks of the vibration of C–O–C in epoxide ring of glycidol can be observed in the 760–880 cm\(^{-1}\).\(^{48}\) However, no obvious peaks have been observed in the 760–880 cm\(^{-1}\) of RF aerogels (S1–S5), which means the sol-gel mechanism of glycidol-catalyzed RF aerogels may be the opening of epoxy ring rather than the preservation of epoxy ring. In the mixture of R and F, the proton (H\(^+\) ion) was quickly consumed by the ring-opening reaction of epoxy group of glycidol and triggered the polymerization of R and F to form RF wet gels.\(^{4}\) The by-products of the ring-opening reaction of glycidol was completely exchanged during the process of solvent-exchange and CO\(_2\) supercritical drying.

### Table 2 Textual characteristics of glycidol-catalyzed RF aerogels and CAs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>(S_{\text{BET}}) (m(^2) g(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(S_{\text{mic}}) (m(^2) g(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(V_{\text{tot}}) (cm(^3) g(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(V_{\text{mic}}) (cm(^3) g(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(V_{\text{mic}}/V_{\text{tot}}) (%)</th>
<th>(D_{\text{avg}}) (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF-S1</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF-S2</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF-S3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF-S4</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF-S5</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAs–S1</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAs–S2</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAs–S3</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAs–S4</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAs–S5</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) \(S_{\text{BET}}\) = BET surface area; \(S_{\text{mic}}\) = micropore surface area by t-method; \(V_{\text{tot}}\) = total pore volume; \(V_{\text{mic}}\) = micropore volume by t-method; \(D_{\text{avg}}\) = average pore size.

---

**Fig. 4** FTIR spectra of (a) RF aerogels and (b) CAs.
aerogels and CAs are highly amorphous materials showing no crystalline structure. Considering the results derived from FTIR transmittance spectra, no obvious shifting of peaks or other impurity phase in the final product indicate that RF aerogels can be completely converted to CAs after a 900 °C pyrolysis under the protection of N2 atmosphere.

3.4 Adsorption properties of glycidol-catalyzed CAs

CAs are widely used as adsorbents because of the characteristic of high surface area. The calibration curves of RhB and the influence of adsorbent dosage of CAs on removal rate of RhB is shown in Fig. 6. It is revealed that the removal efficiency of RhB increase linearly as increasing the absorbent dosage of CAs. However, the slopes of adsorption curves of CAs are significant different, which means the porosity of CAs plays a key role on the removal efficiency of RhB. In order to achieve ~100% of removal efficiency of RhB, the added doses of CAs(S1–S5) were 5, 10, 15, 6 and 4 mg, respectively. Considering the mass of RhB in the initial RhB solution, the adsorption capacity of CAs (S1–S5) can be calculated as 100, 50, 33, 83 and 125 mg g\(^{-1}\), respectively, which are higher than that of some reported CAs catalyzed by base and acid catalysts. The slopes of adsorption curves and adsorption capacity of CAs (S1, S5) are much higher than that of CAs (S2, S3 and S4), which can be directly correlated to the higher surface area, total pore volume and average pore size exhibited by these materials.

Conclusions

Glycidol, consists of an epoxy group and a hydroxyl group, are usually used as catalyst to prepare metal oxide aerogels. In this study, Glycidol was used to the synthesis of RF aerogels and CAs. The evolution of color, density, morphology, porosity and adsorption properties of the RF aerogels and CAs were investigated by adjusting the concentration of glycidol. With the increasing of glycidol concentration, the color of RF aerogels had the trends from light orange to dark reddish brown, which can be ascribed to the improvement of level of polymerization of the R and F inside the RF aerogels. No obvious peaks have been observed in the 760–880 cm\(^{-1}\) of RF aerogels, which means the sol-gel mechanism of glycidol-catalyzed RF aerogels is the opening of epoxy ring rather than the preservation of epoxy ring. The resultant CAs are low density (~96 mg cm\(^{-1}\)), high porosity (~597 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)) amorphous materials, which possess high adsorption capacity (~125 mg g\(^{-1}\)) on RhB. Moreover, this method may promote the successful synthesis of metal oxide doped CAs with interpenetrating networks and high crystallization nanoparticles.
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